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 Mid-term Test (A) 

Listening (8 marks) 

1- Listen and complete the table. (2 marks) 

  

 

2- Listen and correct the following statements. (2 marks) 

Sunset View is located in the forest. 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

There is a castle near Wild Ways. 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

Green Park has a new swimming pool. 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

At Mary Glen, prices are from £255. 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

3- Listen and circle the right option. (2 marks) 

1) Near Mary Glen, there is a _______________. 

a- market     b- safari park     c-show caves 

 Sunset View Wild Ways Green Park Mary Glen 

Accommodation 
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 2)   At Sunset View, there is a _______________. 

a- laundry room   b- games room  c- tennis court 

3)   At Wild Ways, prices are from _______________. 

  a- 455     b- 425    c- 545 

4)   At Sunset View, you can enjoy _______________. 

a- water sports    b- archery    c- a cycling  

4- Listen and complete with the words you hear. (1 mark) 

At Wild Ways, there’s plenty to do, like ____________, swimming in hot _________, and playing in 

indoor and outdoor ____________. It goes without saying that your holiday will be definitely 

_______________. 

5- Listen and say whether the following sounds are similar (S) or different (D). (1 mark) 

 luxury – extra (____) 

 machines – chalets (____) 

 castle – dirty (____) 

 Located – holiday (____) 
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 Language (12 marks) 

1- Fill in the blanks with the words from the list. There are two extra words. (4 marks) 

guarantee/ grotesque / nightmare/ book/ all-inclusive/ reservation/ nonchalance/ picturesque/ 

appalling/ brochure 

Our last staycation was an absolute disaster. We went to a travel agency to make a hotel _________, 

and the agent suggested a beachside hotel that had ______________ views and emerald water. However, 

that was not the case. The pictures in the _______________ were absolutely misleading, to say the least. 

We expected a neat and clean hotel with crystal clear pools and a sea overview. Imagine our shock when 

we realized that the hotel was far away from the beach and had an old and filthy swimming pool. On top 

of that, we found a couple of cockroaches and bugs in the room. When we asked for another room, we 

were given a room with a broken AC, which was fixed only on the last day of our stay. 

Moreover, the restaurant was supposed to be five stars, but I can honestly ______________ that I 

have had better food in motorway service stations. The food was served cold with little to no diversity 

during our entire stay. The Italian cuisine that we were assured was nowhere to be found. Apart from 

that, we were charged for breakfast, while we asked and paid for an _________________ plan.   

To make matters worse, the service was _____________ and nothing like what was described in the 

brochure. The “professional custom service experts” turned out to be careless and even rude workers. 

The level of ______________ and negligence in that hotel was definitely “unprecedented”. We were 

really looking forward to having the staycation of our dreams, but it was nothing but a _____________.  

2- Circle the right option. (4 marks) 

(Whereas/ Whether/ Otherwise) you want to relax by the sea, see amazing (architect/ 

architecture/ architectural), be close to nature, or eat spicy food, Yatra's Tamil Nadu tours are perfect 

for you. With us, you can see the incredible (temples/ template/ temps) of Thanjavur, Kanchipuram, 

Madurai, and Rameswaram. To escape the heat of the (cost/ coast/ coastal) and plains, travel to the hill 

station of Kodaikanal or Ooty with our Tamil Nadu packages; these places are ideal for a honeymoon as 

well. For (sea side/ seaside/ side-sea) fun, head to Marina, Elliott, Covelong, or Auroville Beach. Do 

not miss out on our guided tour of Chennai's most (owned/ renowned/ dreadful) sites like San Thome 

Basilica, Kapaleeswarar Temple, Fort St George, Government Museum, and Thousand Lights Mosque. 
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 Make use of your (catering/ attraction/ leisure) time to explore more of the state, like Chettinad 

cuisine, coffee culture, Carnatic Music, and Bharatnatyam. During your Tamil Nadu holidays, we 

recommend (visit/ to visit/ visiting) the Pancha Rathas, Cave Temples, Shore Temple, and the Descent 

of the Ganges bas-relief in Mahabalipuram. 

3- Put the words between parentheses in the right tense or form. (4 marks) 

Virgin Galactic (found) ________________ in 2004 by several parties, including Sir Richard 

Branson, (own) ________________ of the Virgin empire, and Scaled Composites, an experimental 

aerospace company currently owned by Northrop Grumman. The Company (initial) _____________ 

planned its maiden space voyage for 2010 but have faced development and testing setbacks along the way, 

the most significant being the October 2014 crash of VSS Enterprise craft during a test (fly) 

______________. While there has been some tension between Branson’s upbeat flight projections and the 

hurdles his team keeps facing, Virgin Galactic keeps (push) ______________ forward with marketing its 

trips without an expected launch date on its website. The plan is to take passengers up to an altitude of 9 

miles using a cargo aircraft which (then/ release) __________________ the small spaceship that will use 

its rocket motor to reach into space, at an ultimate altitude of about 62 miles (the so-called Kármán Line). 

At the apex of the flight path, passengers have a few minutes to experience (weightless) 

________________ and gaze at the view. The ship will return to its original takeoff site following the 

journey. Space travelers are going to receive three days of training before the flight, and the whole package 

is priced at $250,000. It is said that more than 700 candidates (already/ reserve) 

______________________ their seats on upcoming flights. Nets
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